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The Adventurist

The 56th edition of The Adventurist went out on Tuesday, September 30, 2014 to 9,883
individuals, up from 9,811 individuals in September. It had 1,985 opens and 306 total
clicks to links embedded in the newsletter. The most popular links were for Sea Kayaking
the Jocassee Gorge with Headwaters Outfitters, Forest Festival Day, Camping in the Old
Style at the Cradle of Forestry and Halloweenfest.
Our Mail Score, a new metric provided by MyEmma, was 7.4 out of 10 and beats the
industry average by about 8% for e-newsletters in the same category (travel & tourism).

Social Media

We’re pleased to report that our Facebook audience has expanded to 3,121, up from
3,062 and our Twitter account has 2317 followers. The videos on our Visit Waterfalls You
Tube site have been viewed over 96,527 times through October 20, up from 94,820 on
September 23rd of the previous month.

Traditional Media

New and upcoming media placements include the NC Tourism Visit NC Travel Guide,
Blue Ridge Country, Our State, The Laurel of Asheville, Blue Ridge Outdoors Magazine, AAA
Go Magazine, Southern Living Arts, Woman’s Day, Good Housekeeping, Country Living, Our
State, O, The Oprah Magazine, Garden & Gun, Outside Magazine, the Blue Ridge Parkway
Official website, and wnc.outdoors.

Travel Planner

Work is underway on the new Travel Planner with a scheduled publication date of
January 5. We are enlarging the book by four pages in order to include a larger and
more detailed downtown map. The Travel Planner sales kit was updated with the new,
higher prices. We are developing the map in house. Total quantity for 2015 Travel
Planner will be 95,000 (5,000 more than last year). Additional costs will be offset by
increased adver tising.

Kiosk

The kiosk has been moved successfully from the Visitor Center to the Pisgah Forest Ranger
Station. Although the internet service is slow, the kiosk is functioning correctly.

Accommodations Lobby Video

Tin Men Productions is doing an edit for the lobby video and will have a rough cut
to Market Connections at the end of this week. A finished video will be presented at
next month’s meeting and, following approval from the board, dubs will be made and
distributed to accommodation partners.

Public Relations

Market Connections sent out an omnibus news release on Monday, Oct 20 that touted
Halloweenfest, Osktoberfest and the Mountain Music Mash.

Benefits Brochure

Market Connections produced a TDA “benefits” brochure for distribution by Gay Poor
and Prentiss to accommodations to help them better understand the role of the TDA
and the specific benefits these businesses receive as collectors of the county occupancy
tax. You will find copies of the brochure on the conference table.

Website Metrics

The numbers keep adding up for our web metrics. Year over year visitation (Jan-Sep) is
up 11.27% with unique visits up 16.4%. Page views are up 10.1%.
As of October 20th of 2014, overall visitation has already surpassed 2013’s Jan-Dec total
(126,855 vs 125,625).

Photo Shoot

As part of our 2015 ad campaign “My Transylvania,” Market Connections conducted a
shoot on Tuesday with Tour de France rider and Transylvania County resident Matthew
Busche. Photos to come!
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